
 

Judge #  ______ Initials: ___________________________________ 

 Judge 1- Fundamentals, Jumps/Tumbling- 30 points  

Total Score 

Team/School: 

 

Division: 

College Cheer Scoresheet- Fundamentals, Jumps/Tumbling  

 Cheerleading Fundamentals (30) Points Score  

Fundamentals:  Motions; Sharpness, Precision.  Footwork, Spacing, Timing,  Synchronization. 5  

Jumps:  Proper Technique, Form, Height, Variety. 5  

Jumps Difficulty: 0-1 point- Basic jump performed by most team members or advanced jump performed by some team members. 

1-2 points-Single synchronized advanced jump skill performed by most team members. 
2-3 points-Double synchronized advanced jump combination performed by most team members and additional jump/jumps (basic or ad-

vanced) performed by some team members. 
3-5 points-Triple synchronized advanced jump combination performed by most team members and additional jump/jumps (basic or advanced) 

performed by some team members. 

5  

Standing Tumbling:  Execution, Proper Technique, Synchronization.  5  

Running Tumbling: Execution, Proper Technique, Synchronization.  5  

Tumbling Difficulty: 0-1 point- Basic tumbling skills within division limitations performed by some team members. 

1-2 point- Basic synchronized tumbling skills within division limitations performed by most team members or advanced tumbling skills per-
formed by some team members. 

2-3 points-Advanced tumbling skills within division limitations performed by some team members and additional synchronized, advanced or 
less, skills performed by at least half of the team members. 

3-5 points-Maxed-out tumbling skill performed by some team members and additional synchronized advanced skills within division limitations 

performed by at least half of the team members. 

5  

Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

Judge #  ______ Initials: ___________________________________ 

Judge 2- Building Skills- 30 points 

Total Score 

Team/School: 

 

Division: 

College Cheer Scoresheet-  Building Skills  

Building Skills (30) Points Score  

Partner Stunts/Tosses (if applicable): Execution, Proper Technique, Spacing.  10 
 

Partner Stunt/Tosses (if applicable): Difficulty:  Level of skills, number of stunts, tosses, 

number of bases used, variety of release, inversion, & spinning or twisting load-in/
dismounts. 
0-1 point- Stunts within routine at the basic skill/difficulty level within division limitations performed by some team members. 
1-2 points- Multiple stunts within routine at the basic skill/difficulty level within division limitations performed by most team 
members. 
2-3 points-Stunts/stunt transitions within routine at the maxed-out skill/difficulty level within division limitations performed by 
some team members and additional synchronized stunts/transitions at an advanced or less skill level performed by most team 
members. 
3-5 points-Multiple synchronized stunts/stunt transitions within routine at the maxed-out skill/difficulty level within division 
limitations performed by most team members and includes entrances into and/or dismounts from stunts. 

5 
 

Pyramids: Execution, Proper Technique, Spacing.  10 
 

Pyramid Difficulty: Level of skills, number of stunts, structures, number of bases used, tran-

sitions, creativity. 
0-1 point- 1 basic pyramid within division limitations. 
1-2 points- 2 basic pyramids within division limitations. 
2-3 points-1 maxed-out pyramid within division limitations. 
3-5 points-1basic and 1 maxed-out pyramid within division limitations. 

5 
 

Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

Judge #  ______ Initials: ___________________________________ 

Judge 3- Routine Composition and Overall Impression - 40 points  

Total Score 

Team/School: 

 

Division: 

College Cheer Scoresheet-   
Routine Composition and Overall Impression  

Overall Routine (10) Points Score  

Showmanship:  Energy, Facial Projection, Eye Contact, Recoveries.  5  

Overall Impression: Routine Creativity, Formations, Transitions, Cheer Impression.  5  

Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  

Routine Composition (30) Points Score  

Incorporation of Skills:  Variety of skills incorporated to highlight ability level and enhance the 

overall routine. Effectively Engages the Crowd. Proper use of signs, poms or mega-

phones and motion technique to enhance the cheer.  

10  

Overall Choreography:  Creativity, Visual Appeal, Formations, Transitions, Flow, 

Pace. 
10  

Dance:  Motions, Technique, Sharpness, Placement, Timing, Use of Levels, Spacing. 10  

Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  


